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Chapter Six:  Staff and student engagement with sustainable 
development at the start of the case study year 
 
Introduction 

 
This chapter, the second part of the case study, introduces the study 

participant group and establishes the „baseline‟ position recorded in the first 

round of interviews.  Chapter purposes are detailed in Box 6.1.   

 

The chapter is presented in two parts27.  Part One outlines the characteristics 

of the volunteers who participated in the research process and details how 

they became involved with the Sustainable University Network (SUN).  In 

doing so, it helps to answer earlier questions concerning the reach of such 

interventions beyond „the converted‟.  In Part Two, attention shifts to the 

„baseline‟ position, i.e. how participants understood sustainable development 

at the outset and the factors influencing their understandings, alongside their 

thoughts, feelings, and behaviours in relation to sustainable development.  

Given the relative dearth of material about how HE students and staff 

understand sustainable development (Kagawa, 2007; Lipscombe, 2008c), 

this part documents the key themes and conceptions of sustainable 

development recorded in the first interview round.  It then outlines the 

framework developed from these data in order to map out individual 

conceptions in relation to one another  

 
 

                                            
27

 This is the longest chapter in the thesis so I have presented it in two parts in an attempt to 
aid the reader‟s progress through it.  The first round interview transcripts alone, upon which 
this chapter is based, account for some 198,000 words of data. My approach has thus been 
to summarise and draw out emergent themes and use segments from the original transcripts 
for illustration. The use of these segments though adding texture and evidence also 
increases the size of the chapter. 
.   

Box 6.1: Chapter purposes  

 To outline the characteristics of the study participant group. 

 To document how participants became involved with Bright 
College‟s Sustainable University Network. 

 To document participant conceptions of; thoughts and feelings 
towards; and behaviours in relation to, sustainable development at 
the beginning of the study year.  
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PART ONE: Characteristics of participants in the longitudinal survey 
 
Introduction  

This part performs two main functions. Firstly, to familiarise the reader with 

the range of participants involved in the study, the characteristics of the 

people involved is mapped out.  Secondly, to examine the way people 

became involved with extra-curricular interventions and their thoughts and 

feelings when they did so, their recruitment or „joining‟ stories relating to the 

SUN and Environmental Committee are explored.   

 

Study participant mix 

All participants in the longitudinal part of the case study were recruited from 

Bright College‟s SUN.  As mentioned in Chapter Three, a purposive 

approach was followed to ensure variation amongst recruits from the 

network.  The aim was to get a mix of students, academic and support staff 

as well as a mix of academic disciplines and years of study.   The resultant 

mix is summarised in Table 6.1.  The target was to recruit 30 people into the 

study.  In reality, 27 people came forward, with slightly fewer academic staff 

recruited than had been hoped for.  Amongst the students recruited, a mix 

was achieved across subjects and years of study, although those studying 

International Development formed a prominent group perhaps reflecting 

some prior subject-related interest with sustainable development issues.  

Whilst many participants came forward directly in response to advertisements 

via email requests, recruitment was also promoted at events and at meetings 

of the Environmental Committee and student „People and Planet‟ group.  The 

affiliations of study participants are shown in Figure 6.1.  Ten participants had 

some role in the Environmental Committee and seven in People and Planet. 

Eleven were involved in neither.  Table 6.2 summarises the age and gender 

of participants, the majority of students participating were „mature‟ students, 

i.e. they started their courses of study aged over 21. 
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Table 6.1: Characteristics of study participant group 
 

Student/Staff split 
 
Academic Staff 

 
 

Participant pseudonyms  
(and student year of study) 

Geography lecturer 2 Ron, Andrew 
Biological Science lecturer 2 Barbara, Hollie 
English lecturer 1 Elizabeth 
Business lecturer 1 Will 

Subtotal 6  
Support Staff   
Student development/pastoral support 3 Anthony, John, Vicky 
Student Union Officials 2 Mike, Terry 
Accountancy 1 Jill 
Librarian 1 Sarah 
Clerical/ administrators 3 Rhiannon, Jean,  Alan 

Subtotal 10  
Students    
English 1 Claire* (2

nd
) 

Archaeology 1 Steve(1
st
) 

Nutrition 1 Greta (1
st
) 

Business (combined) 2
+
  Christine (1

st
), Bob (3

rd
) 

International development (combined) 6
++

  
 

Daisy (1
st
), Jane (3

rd
) Simon (3

rd
), 

Suzy (3
rd

), Wendy (3
rd

),Neil (2
nd

)   
Subtotal 11  

Total 27  
+
1 with combined with German and 1 with urban studies 

++
1 combined with urban studies, 1 with geography; 2 with social studies and 2 with Spanish 

*Postgraduate Student
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*Daisy was not a member of the Environmental Committee at the time of the first interview, 

but joined it later as a representative of the People and Planet group 

 
 
 

Table 6.2: Age and gender of study participants 
Age  
(start of study) 

Gender 

Female Male 

50 plus Barbara, Sarah, Jean 
 

Andrew 

40-49 Elizabeth 
 

Ron, Will, John, Bob, Steve 

30-39 Hollie Vicky, Jill, Wendy 
 

Mike, Anthony, Alan 

22-29 Rhiannon,  Claire, Suzy, Greta, 
Daisy 

Terry 
 

18-21 Jane, Christine 
 

Simon, Neil 

Key: Colours relate categories used in Figure 6.1:  Academic staff; Support Staff; Students 

 
 

People & Planet 
Group 

Students 

Academic staff 

Support staff 

Ron 

Bob 

Christine 

Simon 

Sarah 

Terry 

Will 

Greta 

Wendy 

Vicky 

Hollie 

Rhiannon 

Barbara *Daisy 

Jean Mike 

Jane 

Alan 

Elizabeth 

Suzy Neil 

Claire 

Steve 

Andrew 

Anthony 

John 

Jill 

Environmental  

Committee 

Figure 6.1: Affiliations of study participants 
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Study participation profile 

All 27 participants initially interviewed were re-interviewed at the end of the 

study period28.  Not all participants shared their reflections about sustainable 

development regularly when invited to do so each month: four people shared 

no reflections at all, although five made reflections every month.  Overall, 

49% of the total invitations to reflect generated a response.  Table 6.3 shows 

the response of each participant over the course of the study period and the 

combined response at each opportunity to participate.  

 

Length of involvement in the Sustainable University Network  

The study participant group included those with longstanding membership of 

both the Environmental Committee and the SUN, as well as those who had 

only just joined the SUN (Table 6.4).  Barbara, Ron and Sarah had been 

involved with the Environmental Committee from its inception five years 

earlier.  Anthony, Jill, John and Will had all become involved with the 

committee shortly after starting work at Bright College; Anthony in the 

previous year, the others between two and three years earlier.  After his initial 

involvement, John had stopped receiving notices of meetings so was unclear 

whether he was supposed to be involved or not.   Mike and Terry had 

become involved relatively recently; in Mike‟s case, following the departure of 

previous representative of the Students Union and in Terry‟s case having just 

taken on the position of Vice President of the Students Union.  The majority 

of participants (16) had been involved with the SUN for six months or more.  

That said, Andrew, Daisy, Christine, Greta, Jane and Steve had all only 

joined in the month leading up to the first interview.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

                                            
28

 The initial target of 30 recruits was based on the likelihood that some would drop out over 
the year, yet none did so.  The 100% re-interview rate was pleasing when several 
participants had moved on: Simon, Jane, Wendy and Bob had all graduated and Sarah had 
retired, yet all returned to be interviewed. Neil, who had opted to study for a year in Spain, 
agreed to be interviewed by phone.  However, the positive response was a „double edged 
sword‟ in that it meant more data were gathered then originally expected. 
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Table 6.3: Record of participation over the study period 

 
Name of 
participant
+
 

Opportunity to participate in study 
 

Total 
responses 

First 
Interview 

Invitation to share monthly reflections Final 
Interview 

Oct           
Nov 

Oct 
Nov 

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Sep          
Oct 

Ron √ √   √     √ 4 

Rhiannon √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 10 

Hollie √  √     √  √ 4 

Vicky √  √ √  √ √  √ √ 7 

Andrew √         √ 2 

Anthony √     √    √ 3 

Wendy √  √    √   √ 4 

John √ √   √  √  √ √ 6 

Jill √  √   √  √ √ √ 6 

Will √  √   √    √ 4 

Terry √         √ 2 

Bob √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 10 

Jane √ √  √   √ √ √ √ 7 

Sarah √ √ √   √   √ √ 6 

Mike √ √  √  √ √  √ √ 7 

Alan √  √       √ 3 

Barbara √ √ √  √  √  √ √ 7 

Jean √  √    √ √ √ √ 6 

Greta √ √  √ √ √ √  √ √ 8 

Simon √         √ 2 

Suzy √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 10 

Neil √         √ 2 

Elizabeth √  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 9 

Claire √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 10 

Daisy √   √    √  √ 4 

Steve √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 10 

Christine √  √ √ √  √ √  √ 7 

Total 
responses 

27 12 16 12 11 13 15 12 15 27 160 

+Participants are listed in the order in which they were first interviewed 
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Table 6.4: Length of involvement at time of first interview 
Name of 
participant 

 Environment 
Committee 

Sustainable  University Network 

Ron 5 years >= 6 months 

Rhiannon - >= 6 months 

Hollie - >= 6 months 

Vicky - >= 6 months 

Andrew - < 1 month 

Anthony 1year >= 6 months 

Wendy - >1 < 6 months 

John 3 years >= 6 months 

Jill 2 years >= 6 months 

Will 3 year >= 6 months 

Terry 3 months >1 < 6 months 

Bob - >= 6months 

Jane - < 1 month 

Sarah 5 years >= 6 months 

Mike 6 months >= 6 months 

Alan - >=6 months 

Barbara 5 years >=6 months 

Jean - >1 < 6months 

Greta - < 1month 

Simon - >= 6 months 

Suzy - > 1 < 6 months 

Neil - >= 6 months 

Elizabeth - >= 6 months 

Claire - >= 6 months 

Daisy - < 1 month 

Steve - <  1 month 

Christine - < 1 month 

 
 

Initial participant engagement with the Sustainable University Network  

Being members of the SUN, all study participants were already engaged with 

Bright College‟s central extra-curricular ESD-related intervention - the 

network itself.  As such, they were all signed up to receive the network‟s 

regular monthly e-bulletin – SUN eNews.  To understand how people had 

become involved in the network, alongside their initial thoughts, feelings and 

experiences of the network and its newsletter, participants were questioned 

about these matters during the first interview.  Their answers are summarised 

in Figures 6.2 to 6.9.   In each of these figures, the main question theme is 

indicated in the central ellipse, and the main answer themes (and related sub 

themes) are shown radiating outwards. 

 

Participants reported a variety of circumstances leading to involvement in the 

SUN (Figure 6.2), most involved some face-to-face interaction - only six of 
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the 27 participants became involved following an email or Intranet prompt.  

Face-to-face encounters were a more common means of involvement for 

student recruits, there being only one, Steve, who joined via the Intranet.  In 

contrast, Alan, Elizabeth, Hollie, Rhiannon and Vicky – all staff – joined via 

this route.  A stall at the Freshers‟ Fair was where many (five from eleven) 

student recruits signed up to the SUN.  The prominence of face-to-face 

encounters as a means of engagement for students with the SUN is, at first 

sight, perhaps a little surprising in the face of a youth culture that is 

seemingly dominated by access to online media and electronic interaction.  

Whilst the study took place at a time of rapid growth in the use of online 

social networking sites (2006), the SUN itself was promoted via a more 

conventional intranet system.  Adverts to join it appeared in the news section 

of Bright College‟s Intranet home page, with the SUN‟s web pages found 

„deeper‟ within the Intranet site - available via a search, or by following the 

appropriate links.  University staff were perhaps more familiar with, or more 

regular users of, the Intranet than students, and thus a greater number joined 

via this route.   The Intranet appears to have provided a supplementary route 

for engagement with the network, with the primary route people being face-

to-face contact. 

 

 
Figure 6.2:  Circumstances leading to involvement in the Sustainable 

University Network 

 
 
Unsurprisingly, many staff participants who were members of the 

Environmental Committee were involved in the SUN as a result of being part 

of this committee.  Figure 6.3 summarises the circumstances of their 
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involvement with the committee.  Here members were either self-selected or 

nominated due to their existing interest in environmental issues.  Some - Ron 

and Barbara - were involved in formative work which led to the committee.  

Others - Jill and Sarah – volunteered themselves to be a part of it.  In 

contrast, Will and Mike were nominated to represent their respective work 

areas because they were believed by colleagues to have an interest in the 

environment.  Others inherited a position on the committee as part of their 

work role: Terry as Student Union Vice President and Anthony as University 

Chaplain. 

    

 
Figure 6.3: Circumstances of involvement with Environmental Committee 

 
 
People‟s motivations when joining the SUN (Figure 6.4) included a mix of 

perceived practical benefits and positive associations.  The general wish to 

be informed (cited by six) and to be involved or to participate (also cited by 

six) were the most common themes to emerge.   On the practical side, Claire 

thought joining would make it easier for her to be more proactive by helping 

her to keep abreast of the issues; Rhiannon and Alan thought it might help 

them improve recycling in their offices; Vicky thought she might find out more 

about recycling services in the Bridge Town area.  Rhiannon, Alan and Vicky, 

all support staff, highlighted satisfying their curiosity as a driver for 

involvement.  Several International Development students - Jane, Simon and 

Suzy - highlighted a link to their course, whilst Daisy pointed to the potential 

benefits for her CV and future job prospects.   Amongst the positive 
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associations motivating people to join, five participants mentioned that they 

felt SUN was aligned with their principles and hopes, and two reported 

wanting to support it - indeed Andrew had felt guilty that he had not joined 

sooner.  Elizabeth saw the SUN as linking with her wish to evangelize and 

get her colleagues and students to take the issues more seriously.  These 

more symbolic associations point to a view of the SUN as a positive 

movement within the institution.   

 

The main motivations to join the Environmental Committee (Figure 6.5) were 

an existing interest in environmental issues (cited by three participants) and 

the wish to make a difference (also cited by three participants).  In addition, 

Will indicated one of his motivations was support for his own teaching, which 

was at odds with much mainstream practice:    

 

In a way, my involvement in the Environmental Committee was... to keep me 
on track and remind me of my own commitment to enabling learning in the 
area of management that is not just about enabling people to become richer 
at the expense of others and at the expense of the planet. 

      Will, Business Lecturer. 
 

Jill also sought out involvement in a wider community of action: 
 
It was me wanting to be involved in something and looking.  And if I hadn't 
found something within the university, hopefully I would have found 
something somewhere else.  But it seemed relevant to me .. a way of 
building links with the University community.. I feel that that is important 

      Jill, Accountant. 
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Figure 6.4: Motivations to join the Sustainable University Network 

 
 

 
Figure 6.5: Motivations to join the Environmental Committee 

 
 

People‟s hopes when joining the SUN (Figure 6.6) largely mirrored their 

motivations for joining.  Thus the hope to make a positive contribution echoed 

the wish for involvement and participation, whilst the hope to learn more 

echoed the motivation to be more informed.  Similarly, the hope that the SUN 

would be the start of new things and a locus for change in the university 
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seems to reflect the notion of the SUN as representing a positive force for 

change, as Bob suggested: 

 
This sounded like the start of new things ..And I thought it would mean that, 
maybe, I would start to see around the University a few things appearing.. 
that seem to have been designed; rather than maximising waste, minimising 
it. 

    Bob, Business and Urban Studies Student 
 

 
Neil hoped – although he did not expect - that the SUN would provide a route 

to campaigning for change in the wider world.  Whilst some acknowledged 

this wider view, there was a common belief that the network would be 

focused on Bright College and report on its progress with respect to 

sustainable development.  Hopes shared by members of the Environmental 

Committee included making a difference and helping to „green‟ the university 

in areas such as waste and transport.  More specifically Barbara hoped to get 

people „on side‟, whilst Terry‟s hopes related to his role in effectively 

representing student interests. 

 

 
Figure 6.6: Hopes when joining the Sustainable University Network 

 
 
People‟s expectations of the SUN (Figure 6.7) were typically expressed in 

terms of the practical benefits they envisaged for themselves.  Benefits 

expected included receiving regular information, opportunities for meetings 

and practical involvement.  One of Wendy‟s expectations was much wider in 

that she thought the SUN would „explode‟ and be the start of a major new 
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initiative by the university.  In contrast, some people – for example Greta, 

Jean, Neil, Suzy and Vicky - reported having no real expectations at all; as 

Greta, put it:  

 
I didn't really have any.  To be honest when I signed up, I forgot about it 
completely.       

      Greta, Nutrition Student 
 
 

The expectations of Environmental Committee members varied according to 

when and how they had joined the committee. Thus Sarah, who had joined at 

the outset, expected that there would be backing „from the top‟ and that rapid 

progress would be made.  In contrast, both Will and Mike, who joined later, 

expected much work to do in view of the outward signs of inactivity on 

environmental issues at Bright College.  Jill, who had actively sought to join 

the committee, expected there would be a clear plan of action and that the 

group would have a campaigning focus.  Terry and Anthony, who had both 

inherited the role when starting their position at Bright College, reported 

having an open mind at the outset.  

 

 
Figure 6.7: Expectations when joining the Sustainable University Network 

 
 
People‟s feelings when they first heard about the SUN (Figure 6.8) were 

generally positive.  Eleven people thought it a good idea, six expressed a 
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general interest in sustainability issues and five expressed pleasure that the 

SUN existed, including Bob who had expected more about sustainability from 

his Urban Studies course.   Wendy was excited at the prospect of joining.  

Rhiannon, Neil, and Daisy articulated curiosity, although for different reasons: 

Rhiannon because she did not know a great deal about sustainability and 

Neil because there had been little outwardly to indicate Bright College was 

doing much in support of sustainable development.  The feeling of surprise 

that SUN existed, in view of the lack of evidence for environmental action by 

the university, was echoed by Bob who had expected that as a university 

Bright College would play a leading role:  

 
I was amazed when I came here, how un-environmentally friendly the 
college is…And I had anticipated, I don't know why, I may be just expect 
people to be more knowledgeable and so I expected it to happen more.  And 
I was surprised that not only the SUN eNews, but the Environmental 
Committee which I had only recently heard about,  you know, has not…. 
Nothing seems to have been open to students, that I have been aware of, to 
participate in, or just be aware of.  So when I found out about SUN eNews l 
leapt at it, because I thought „oh, there is something there.‟ 

    Bob, Business and urban studies student  
 
Elizabeth‟s surprise was in discovering that there were people at Bright 

College with similar views to herself, as she put it:  

 
Crikey, there are people who are thinking the same way that I am, about the 
environment and who actually give a damn.  And so the crikey was, ' Gosh! 
There's actually a kind of organised way to be able to do that, to find out 
about things that are happening.  And there are other people who think in the 
same way. 

    Elizabeth, English Lecturer 
 

Committee members had generally positive feelings when joining the 

Environmental Committee.  Ron and Barbara, both involved from the 

beginning, had been optimistic at the outset.  Anthony, Jill, John and Mike 

were all pleased to be involved. Anthony, Barbara and Jill were excited at the 

prospect.  Although both Terry and Jill admitted to having mixed feelings; 

they harboured some concerns that they had not heard about the 

committee‟s work earlier.   
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Figure 6.8: Feelings when first heard about the Sustainable University 
Network 

 
 
Few participants had fears when joining the SUN (Figure 6.9) or the 

Environmental Committee: 11 joining the SUN and five joining the 

Environmental Committee reported having no fears.  Most of the fears 

expressed by people joining the network related to possible pressures to 

participate more than people were prepared or able to do.  Alan feared he 

would feel guilty about his lack of participation.  Elizabeth feared she might 

be using her membership as a convenient metaphorical badge of 

commitment to the environment whilst not actually being properly committed 

herself.  Claire, a postgraduate student who had just started teaching 

undergraduates, was concerned about attending meetings where her 

students would be present.  Simon feared he might get bored of the network 

and there would be too much talk.  With respect to Environmental Committee 

members fears: Will feared the time commitment; Jill, who had volunteered 

herself, worried she might not be an appropriate representative; and Barbara, 

who had been asked to lead the committee, feared that no one would be „on 

side‟. 
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Figure 6.9: Fears when joining the Sustainable University Network 

 

Implications 

A variety of people were involved in Bright College‟s sustainability-related 

network and committee for an assortment of reasons.  The motivations, 

hopes and expectations people cited when joining these groups suggest a 

more complex relationship than a simple utilitarian subject-related interest, 

although such an interest is clearly evident too.  The survey group contained 

a prominent number following or teaching subjects traditionally associated 

with environmental issues at Bright College – notably geographical and 

biological subjects - and fewer from other subject areas.  In this way, it is 

similar to the audience recorded at events in the extra-curricular programme 

reported in Chapter Five.  Several international development students 

alluded to the subject link and the potential value that joining SUN could have 

for their studies or future work prospects.  However, looking in more detail, 

the study group also includes those driven by:  

 Curiosity – Joining because of a general wish to find out more and be 

informed.  

 Participation – Joining as an opportunity to play a part in, and help 

shape, the university community by sharing views. 
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 Circumstance – Joining simply because the opportunity arose and 

thinking little of it, or joining because it was a responsibility linked to a 

job role.  

 Solidarity – Joining to support or show allegiance to a perceived 

cause, or shared interest represented by the SUN in the face of 

general inactivity, or to receive support by finding or connecting with 

others from the same community of interest often in the face of 

apparent general disinterest. 

 

Returning to the question raised in Chapter Four and again in Chapter Five, 

that of whether extra-curricular interventions only appeal to „the converted‟, 

the evidence from the study participants suggests that a prior interest with 

environment and/or development issues is likely to be common amongst 

those joining such networks.  Furthermore, sustainability networks will attract 

those who are already active in, or sympathetic to, other sustainability related 

groups.  Finding these types of people is of course no surprise.  Importantly, 

however, membership of the SUN is not limited to these people alone.  It 

extends to those with a more general interest.  Even amongst those with a 

specific prior interest, there is more variability than the label „the converted‟ 

perhaps implies. 

 

 

PART TWO: The ‘Baseline’ position 

 

Introduction 

Having outlined the characteristics of participants in the longitudinal survey 

and documented their thoughts at the time of joining the SUN, the focus now 

turns to establishing their understandings of - and thoughts, feelings and 

actions in relation to - sustainable development at the start of the study year.   

This „baseline‟ position provides a counterpoint against which to consider 

changes through the year considered in Chapter Seven.  Importantly, this 

part also maps out the influences that people claimed had shaped their 

understanding of sustainable development and so brings attention to the 

relative impact of formal and informal/non-formal influences on them. 
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Understandings of Sustainable Development 

A key part of the first interview was when participants were questioned about 

their understanding of sustainable development.  Just under a third of 

participants (Table 6.5) indicated there was a limitation in their knowledge of 

sustainable development, and three people – Bob, Christine and Neil - 

expressed some difficulty in trying to explain it.  In contrast, Andrew and Ron, 

both geography lecturers, and biology lecturer - Barbara – started by alluding 

directly to existing definitions of sustainable development.   

 
Table 6.5: Participants indicating a limitation in their understanding of 
sustainable development 
 
Participant 

 
Role 
 

 Academic Staff 
Will Business lecturer  

 
 Support Staff 
Mike Student Union Official 
Terry Student Union Official  
Rhiannon  Clerical/ administrator  
Jean Clerical/ administrator 

 
 Students 
Greta  1

st
 year Nutrition 

Christine 1
st
 year Business/German 

 

 

 

Themes in participant understanding of sustainable development 

The thematic analysis of participant‟s answers to the questions concerning 

their understanding of sustainable development identified nine distinct 

themes. These themes are outlined in the list below ordered by how 

commonly they were mentioned, most common first and least common last: 

 

(i) Concerns for the environment – This aspect included the notion of 

taking the environment into account through, for example, limiting 

environmental impact; reference to contemporary environmental issues 

including climate change and loss of biodiversity; and acknowledgement 

of environmental limits expressed, for example, as living within 

environmental capacity. 
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(ii) How we use resources – This aspect included thoughts about 

combating wastefulness through, for example, recycling, reusing waste 

and saving energy; managing resources, including the idea of resource 

efficiency; the use of renewable energy; and the acknowledgment of 

resource limits 

 

(iii) A development aspect – This was recorded in comments concerning, 

amongst others, the idea of humanity moving forward; views of 

development, for example, development as all different aspects of 

society, as physical development and as growth or expansion; notions 

of inequality in the present; and reference to particular socio economic 

issues;  

 

(iv) Futurity – This was expressed in terms of concern for future 

generations; and the idea of sustainable development being connected 

with the longer term. 

 

(v) Change – This was expressed in a range of ways from trying to make 

things better; the belief that the present is unsustainable and must 

change; to the need for development to be thought of differently.  This 

aspect was revealed strongly in many of the visual representations.  

Here contrasting images were used to represent sustainable and 

unsustainable conditions. 

 

(vi) Connection – The idea of connection, though contained or implied in 

some initial answers, came out much more explicitly when participants 

were asked to draw and describe images to represent sustainable 

development.  Connection was expressed in terms of lines of 

communication, the idea of community and the production of systems 

diagrams including the notion of the earth as one complex system within 

which everything was interconnected.  It was also expressed in terms of 

human connection with nature and landscape. 
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(vii) Activism – This aspect was evidenced in references to raising 

awareness and educating others to act, and in discussions of inequality 

and the need for others to be given a voice. 

 

(viii) An ethical aspect – This was expressed both in terms of moral duty and 

through ethical consumption such as buying fairly traded goods. 

 

(ix) Spiritual aspect – This dimension was referenced directly in a religious 

sense in terms of „sustaining a positive relationship with the creator‟, 

and indirectly through communing with nature and natural beauty. 

 

Figure 6.10 depicts these nine themes alongside the associated sub themes 

captured from the analysis.  
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Conceptions of sustainable development 

Taking the analysis further, eight conceptions of sustainable development are 

suggested to account for the main tendencies evident in the descriptions 

given by participants.  These draw on the themes, outlined above, in different 

combinations.  Each of these conception types is now introduced with 

excerpts from the interviews for illustration.  Table 6.6 lists the dominant 

conception type attributed to each participant. 

 

1. Environment and resources – All 27 participants referred to either the 

environment or waste/resource conservation, usually both, when describing 

their understanding of sustainable development.  In this conception type, 

sustainable development is expressed solely in these terms, i.e. reduced 

waste or resource consumption and/or enhanced consideration of 

environmental issues, or the idea of change from an unsustainable present 

through action in these areas.  In this conception there is no reference to 

aspects of human development. 

 
I mean I'd have thought about it in terms of - you know, at the moment we‟re 
just sort of burning coal and all the unsustainable energy resources. I'd have 
said that it would be sort of, doing more things like recycling, and planting 
trees for the carbon - you know, to suck it up (laughs).  You wouldn‟t believe 
I did science!  Developing things like more sustainable energy sources, like 
wind farms and solar panels and stuff like that.... So that‟s sort of where I'd 
probably think it was. 

      Greta, Nutrition student 
 

Three participants – Greta, Jean and Terry – had understandings that fitted 

this „environment and resources‟ only type conception. 

 

2. ‘Environmentally-friendly’ building – Here sustainable development is 

expressed physically in terms of taking account of the environment and 

resource issues in built developments, i.e. more environmentally sustainable 

built developments.   
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It would be applying some sort of.. environmental.. I can't think of the word, 
concerns to any development that the university's doing - whether it's 
building a new building, converting a new building- whatever the university is 
doing -changing infrastructures, to me it would mean that environmental 
concern should be embedded in that. 

   Mike, Student Union official 
  

This relatively narrow view was only articulated by one participant – Mike - 

although the notion of development as physical development was 

acknowledged by several others.  

 

3. Progress taking account of the environment– Here the idea is that human 

progress, not just expressed as built development, should take place, but that 

we should take account of environmental impacts, either reducing them or 

taking mitigating action after damage has occurred.  The emphasis is also on 

the efficiency of resource use. 

 
That it's not a kind of like a Luddite process… To create something that 
doesn't have a negative impact on the environment around it.  Or that if it 
does, to negate that in some way.  So it's sort of like, say if you chop a tree 
down to make paper then you plant another one. ..  So if you're doing 
something that affects the environment around you, then you're doing 
something else that would negate that effect. 

   Vicky, Support staff – student development. 
 
Six participants - Alan, Christine, Daisy, Rhiannon, Vicky and Wendy - were 

characterised as fitting this type, two of whom expressed concern for future 

generations. 

 

4. Progress respecting environmental limits - In this conception the idea of 

human development is framed in the context of ultimate environmental 

thresholds and/or natural resource limits. 

   
Development which is not excessive, development which uses resources 
responsibly, and more than anything else development which allows us, 
allows others and future generations to continue to be a viable group of 
people on the planet. 

    Ron, Geography lecturer 
  
Seven participants – Andrew, Anthony, Barbara, Hollie, Jill, Ron and Simon - 

were believed to exhibit this type of conception, six of whom directly talked 

about a future focus. Those classed as holding this conception often made 
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some reference to systems and connection between environmental and 

human wellbeing.  

 

5. Ethical and green lifestyles - Here the conception is built on ethical and 

environmentally friendly decision taking and consumption choices and getting 

people to take responsibility. 

 
To me it just means behaving responsibly in terms of the environment and 
ethical issues like fair trade and things like that 

     Claire, English student 
 

Two participants – Claire and Steve - were characterised as illustrating this 

conception. 

 

6. Questioning contemporary development - This conception sees 

sustainable development as a different type of development to that which 

currently predominates, i.e. different to one based on industrialism and 

consumerism 

 
Obviously there are different paths.  The one following.. I guess that we talk 
about as development is following the industrialised nations‟ path of 
developing which has so far proven to be not particularly sustainable.  Which 
I guess is where sustainable development comes in on an international 
scale.  To … allow other nations to have perhaps what we've had, I think we 
have come to realise that our way of doing things isn't sustainable   

    Neil, International Development student 
 
..development that is in balance with the capacity of the environment to 
support that development long-term. Which for me.. means many 
developments, I think, need to be scaled back.. and thought of very 
differently than they are at the moment… 
 
That for me [referring to the life of a Mongolian nomad] was the, sort of, 
image of sustainability.  Minimal physical impact but significant impact 
intellectually. 

    Will, Business lecturer 
 
Two participants – Neil and Will - illustrated this questioning aspect, both of 

whom also accepted environmental and/or resource limits. 

  

7. Grass roots development– This conception sees sustainable development 

as a distinct approach to development based on person centred grass-roots 
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interventions and/or the use of appropriate or alternative technology, rather 

than „top-down‟ expert driven development.  

 
Sustainable development, for me is… I understand it as, basically… 
development that is done, kind of, at a grassroots level, that can be 
sustained for a long time.  Like it won't… It will be… It will be sensitive to the 
environment, to people's needs.   And it will be more efficient and it will last 
longer than ... the development that we're having at the moment… 
 
I see it much as.. a bottom-up approach in its working… It‟s local because it 
is… It's giving them a chance to work with the resources that they have and 
finding ways to make it sustainable and work on the local level.  

    Jane, International development student 
 

Two participants - Jane and Suzy - both students studying international 

development, exhibited this type of understanding, although this thinking was 

most evident in Jane‟s answers. 

 

8. Equitable development – This conception emphasises acknowledging and 

addressing inequality but also dealing with issues of excess consumption and 

environmental damage.  Ideas of community and connections between 

communities were characteristic of this conception. 

 
A notion of a global community… It all starts sounding like sound-bites, and it 
isn't meant to, but the notion that the world is a much smaller place because 
of technology.  And that therefore we are nearer neighbours to people that 
we would otherwise not have had to take account of, not have wanted to 
take account of.  And, once you get that perspective, you do start seeing the 
globe part of the global community, and understanding that there is an 
infrastructure which is becoming increasingly fragile on a socioeconomic and 
environmental level.  And, for me in the notion of sustainability is the idea 
that there should be enough of everything to go round: whether that is 
money, food and medicine… energy.  And not only should there be enough 
to go around, but that the amount of damage that occurs as a by-product of it 
should be limited. 

    Elizabeth, English lecturer 
 
Four participants - Bob, Elizabeth, John and Sarah - illustrated this „equitable 

development‟ conception. 
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Table 6.6: Sustainable development conception types attributed to each 
participant after first interview 
Participant Conception type 

Ron Progress respecting environmental limits 

Rhiannon Progress taking account of the environment 

Hollie Progress respecting environmental limits 

Vicky Progress taking account of the environment 

Andrew Progress respecting environmental limits 

Anthony Progress respecting environmental limits 

Wendy Progress taking account of the environment 

John Equitable development 

Jill Progress respecting environmental limits 

Will Questioning contemporary development 

Terry Environment and resources 

Bob Equitable development 

Jane Grass roots development 

Sarah Equitable development 

Mike Environmentally friendly building 

Alan Progress taking account of the environment 

Barbara Progress respecting environmental limits 

Jean Environment and resources 

Greta Environment and resources 

Simon Progress respecting environmental limits 

Suzy Grass roots development 

Neil Questioning contemporary development 

Elizabeth Equitable development 

Claire Ethical and green life-styles 

Daisy Progress taking account of the environment 

Steve Ethical and green life-styles 

Christine Progress taking account of the environment 

 

 

When comparing the variants of sustainable development from the 

sustainable development literature with the types of understanding found at 

Bright College there are clear similarities.  Jacobs (1999) identifies various 

„fault-lines‟ in the sustainable development discourse.  His weak/strong 

environmental division could be likened to the difference between the 

progress taking account of the environment and the progress respecting 

environmental limits type conceptions; his egalitarian/non egalitarian division 

could be likened to those holding the equitable development view compared 

with other positions; and his bottom up participation/top down implementation 

division finds echoes in the grass roots development conception.   However, 

the six core ideas in sustainable development suggested in Jacobs‟ analysis 

- environment-economy integration; futurity; environmental protection; equity; 

quality of life; and participation – were never expressed in totality by a single 
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participant in the study.  These ideas – or ideas which echoed them - were 

nevertheless evident within the collective response.    

 

As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, there has been relatively little 

published research into how sustainable development is conceived by 

students and university staff in particular.  Recently published research into 

understandings of sustainable development in university communities (Table 

6.7) has tended to focus more on student than staff conceptions.   Amongst 

the investigations into students, trainee teachers and engineering students 

have received particular attention.  Amongst those exploring staff, academics 

have been the principal focus.  Whilst each of the recent studies has a 

particular focus and approach - and the individual findings have a related 

nuance - some general observations can be made when viewing them 

together:  

(i) there are variations in conceptions of sustainable development/ 

sustainability within groups;  

(ii) a common association is made between sustainable development/ 

sustainability and the environment, more so than with economic 

and social issues; and 

(iii) sustainable development/ sustainability is generally considered to 

be a good thing. 

 
Table 6.6: Recently published investigations into understandings of 
sustainable development in higher education communities 
Authors Focus of study and findings relating to understandings of sustainable 

development 

Carrew 
and 
Mitchell 
(2002) 

Focus Survey of chemical engineering students at the University of Sydney, 
Australia (n=52).  Responses to an open question „In your own words, what is 
sustainability?‟ were analysed using a „Structure of Learned Outcomes‟ 
(SOLO) taxonomy. Findings Conceptual variation was found.  Some (n=5) 
had only a „vague‟ conception (classed a „pre-structural‟).  The largest group 
(n=29) expressed their understanding in „uni-structural‟ manner providing one 
definitive statement relevant to sustainability. Some (n=9) provided two or 
more statements, although fewer (n=7) showed a „relational‟ understanding, 
relating two or more aspects of sustainability, or did in a manner which 
exhibited an „abstract‟ understanding with evidence of critical thinking (n=2). 

Summers, 
Corney 
and Childs 
(2004) 
 

Focus Questionnaire survey of student geography (n=21) and science (n=40) 
teachers from the University of Oxford including an open question, „try to 
explain what is meant by sustainable development‟. Findings Most (87%) 
identified with the centrality of environmental factors, over two thirds (69%) 
with the economic factors and just under half social factors.  Around a third 
highlighted all three factors, with geographers more likely to do so than 
scientists. 
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Authors Focus of study and findings relating to understandings of sustainable 
development 

Azapagic, 
Perdan 
and 
Shallcross  
(2005) 

Focus Questionnaire survey of engineering students from 21 universities in 
Europe, North and South America, Australia, and South East Asia. (n=3134) 
where participants were asked to rate their knowledge of sustainable 
development and various environmental issues; and to rate how important 
these were. Findings ‘Knowledge gaps‟ existed in relation to what students 
knew about sustainable development. Knowledge of sustainable development 
was rated as only slightly above the category „heard of but could not explain‟.  
Sustainable development was considered to be important but the results 
suggested students find it hard to link theory with practice. 

Reid and 
Petocz 
(2006) 
 

Focus Interviews with lecturers from a range discipline (n=14) teaching at 
Macquarie University, Australia (excluding those already involved in ecological 
and environmental sustainability).  Participants were questioned about their 
understanding of sustainability and how they included sustainability in 
teaching. Findings Lecturers conceptions of teaching and sustainability were 
most often disparate - where teaching and sustainability were seen to be 
separate, although might in some circumstances be overlapping, or fully 
integrated. Conceptions of sustainability were characterised as: distance – 
where a short definition was given but kept at distance with no apparent desire 
for further engagement; resources – the most common category, where 
sustainability was approached by talking about resources (material, biological, 
or human);  and justice – where the idea of equity is central, mentioned both 
within and between generations and species. 

Carew and 
Mitchell  
(2006) 

Focus Interviews with eight engineering academics from the University of 
Sydney, Australia, to explore the metaphors used to understand and explain 
sustainability Findings  Four metaphors were discerned: sustainability as 
weaving – „drawing disparate elements together‟ to weave sustainable 
solutions based on a broader view; guarding – focused „heavily on resource 
conservation‟; trading – „quantifying the costs and benefits of a decision‟; and 
observing limits – „understanding systems and system limits‟ 

Cotton, 
Warren, 
Maiboroda 
and Bailey  
(2007) 
 

Focus On-line survey of academics from the University of Plymouth, England 
[n=328]. Findings – A range of understandings were found. From the list of 
options presented to participants, environmental aspects were most commonly 
associated with sustainable development.  Aspects of „balance‟, including 
inter-relatedness; contested meanings; and confusion over terminology were 
all alluded to in the open part of this question.  There were no significant 
differences by gender or discipline when participants rated their understanding 
of sustainable development: 34% rated their understanding as „satisfactory‟ 
and 24% „good‟.  The majority of respondents thought sustainable 
development to be a good thing. 

Kagawa  
(2007)  

Focus Online survey of students from the University of Plymouth, England 
(n=1,889).  Respondents were asked to give four key words to convey 
personal understandings of sustainable development alongside various closed 
questions to ascertain familiarity with, attitudes to and actions towards it. 
Findings – More than two thirds of students described themselves a „familiar‟ 
or „very familiar‟ with sustainable development.  Environmental aspects were 
the most frequently expressed group of keywords associated with sustainable 
development accounting for over 45% of those expressed. In contrast, social 
and economic aspects both accounted for less than 5% each. Words linking 
sustainable development with „the future‟ accounted for just fewer than 10%.  
A clear majority thought sustainability to be a good thing 

Summers 
and Childs  
(2007) 
 

Focus Questionnaire survey of three cohorts of postgraduate student teachers 
(n=123).  Participants were asked to rate their understanding of sustainable 
development and answer an open question „try to explain what is meant by 
sustainable development.‟ Findings Few students (15%) highlighted the 
social, economic and environmental aspects of sustainable development 
together. A majority highlighted the centrality of environment (71%) and 
economy (53%), under a third (31%) identified social factors. 
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The understandings recorded at Bright College confirm that conceptions of 

sustainable development vary, but also suggest an environmental and 

human development core.  In the Bright College case, environmental-only 

conceptions were in the minority, but environmental themes were 

nevertheless prominent in most of the understandings recorded.  Thus the 

environmental and human development core shared by the majority dwelt on 

the former aspect more so than the latter, part-echoing the strong association 

made between sustainable development and environmental issues evident in 

many of the earlier studies (e.g  Cotton et al. (2007) Kagowa (2007) and 

Summers and Childs (2007)).  Many of the themes and conception types 

proposed from the data collected at Bright College also find parallels with the 

earlier studies.  Reid and Petocz‟s  study (2006) suggested a commonly 

found resources category of understanding which resonates with the 

environment and resources element found at Bright College.  Their justice 

category also links to those holding an equitable development-type 

conception.  Carew and Mitchell‟s (2006) metaphor of guarding accords with 

the common emphasis placed on managing resources; and their observing 

limits metaphor is evident in the progress respecting environmental limits 

type conception.  

 

Few of the studies conducted into understandings of sustainable 

development in university communities indicate any potential relationships 

between the different types discerned.  Carew and Mitchell‟s work (2002) is 

different in that they utilise an existing schema of conceptual development 

that implies progression through different stages of understanding as learning 

takes place.  That said, they do not attempt to map particular conception 

types of sustainable development to these generic stages.  In order to map 

the conception types recorded at Bright College in relation to each other, it is 

suggested that they could be viewed as being interrelated layers moving from 

a simple core to more complex multi-layered understandings, see Figure 

6.11(a).  Thus ideas about environment and resources form a common core. 

Acknowledgement of development in physical form extends this conception.  

Beyond that is recognition of a wider conception of development that takes 

account of the environment.  The idea of ultimate environmental limits then 
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follows based on recognition of the interconnection between environment and 

development issues.  The remaining conception types are harder to place as 

specific layers, but might usefully be viewed as strands spanning one or 

more of them; see Figure 6.11(b).  For example, an association with 

equitable development and questioning development appear as strands of 

thought associated with the upper layers outlined; whereas the ethical and 

green lifestyles conception appears to be a strand associated with lower 

layers.   

 

(a) Conceptual Layers 

 

 
 

(b) Strands spanning layers 

 

 
 

(Lipscombe, 2008c) 

Figure 6.11:  Understandings of sustainable development in layers and 
strands 

 

 

Whilst providing a simple way to represent individual conception types in 

relation to one another, the layers and strands model provides an obvious 
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basis to attempt to map change over time and so detect any direction of 

travel in understanding.  

 

Experiences informing initial understanding of sustainable 

development 

When asked to elaborate the influences that had informed their 

understanding of sustainable development, three main thematic groups 

emerged: formal education; experiences at work; and informal and non-

formal learning situations (Figure 6.12 and Table 6.8).  With respect to formal 

education, the study of geography and environmental science subjects at 

school were commonly cited, with science and languages also mentioned as 

areas where environmental themes had been encountered.  At university 

level, geography and ecology were mentioned by geography lecturers Ron 

and Andrew respectively.  Rhiannon acknowledged encountering the 

environment as part of her earlier degree studies in business, whilst Alan 

reported that his prior undergraduate course in environmental science had 

actually stifled his interest in the environment: 

 
I have to say the course put me off a little bit, because it was endless slides 
about sediment yields and (laughs).. It was going down to the microbial level 
and it didn‟t mean anything anymore. 

    Alan, Support staff – Clerical/Administrator  
 
Amongst the students studying at Bright College, all those following 

international development cited their course as being an influence on their 

understanding.  In addition, Christine reported encountering some 

environmental policy in her studies of German and Steve was beginning to 

make connections through his studies of landscape archaeology.  Bob 

expected to have had more sustainable development related material in his 

urban studies course.  Eight people - Vicky, Jill, Will, Terry, Sarah, Mike, 

Elizabeth and Claire – reported an absence of influences from their formal 

education altogether, with several more – Barbara, Jean, Steve and 

Rhiannon reporting only limited influence from school or university.  Both 

Barbara and Jean reported influences through participation in further 

education.   
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Table 6.8:  Participant experiences informing initial understandings of 
sustainable development 
Participant Experiences 

Ron University (geography). Subject interest (geography, generic modules). TV. 

Rhiannon University (business).  TV (Blue Peter).  Nature/outdoors (planted a tree as a child). 

Hollie School (geography  -particular teacher).  Subject interest (exploring links in nutrition).  
Newspapers. Favourite band environmental campaigners.  Nature/outdoors – raised on 
farm. Negative experience (drought). 

Vicky Radio, News. 

Andrew School (geography, biology). University (ecology). Environmental science exam board. 
Nature/outdoors – rural upbringing.  Negative experience (intensification of farming). 

Anthony School (geography)  Friends (Christian environmental charity).  Media – News, Books (John 
Seymore – self sufficiency). Nature/outdoors (gardening, hill walking, religious experience in 
wild places). Negative experience (traffic pollution).  Religious retreat.  Travel (Centre for 
Alternative Tech.)  Extra-curricular activity (events). 

Wendy University (international development). Overseas development work.  Negative 
experiences.  Travel (overseas). 

John Family (socialist).  Nature/outdoors (Mountaineering). 1980s politics (Thatcherism). 

Jill Family (partners research in international development).  TV, Oxfam campaigns. Groups 
(Human Rights, Peace).  Nature/outdoors.  Negative experience (tree feeling).  Vegetarian 
diet. Travel (overseas).  Extra-curricular activities (groups, events). 

Will Subject interest (alternative organisations). Conferences.  Car industry (energy intensive 
industrial process). Contact with environmental professionals.  Environmental Committee. 
Family (taught to look after possessions).  Friends (Quaker girlfriend).  Books (Fron – To be 
or to have).  Groups (green movement).  Travel (overseas). Extra-curricular activities 
(groups). 

Terry Environmental Committee. Family (Recycling, not wasting).  Negative experiences 
(wastefulness).  Presence of recycling facilities. 

Bob University (urban studies).  Negative experience (unsustainability of uni.).  Travel (Centre 
for Alternative Tech.). 

Jane School (geography, environmental science). University (international development).  Family 
(experience of refugee camps).  Negative experience (3

rd
 World poverty).  Volunteering 

(development NGO). Travel (overseas). 

Sarah Conference.  Travel (overseas) 

Mike News, TV.  Groups (Passive membership).  Nature/outdoors (Mountaineering).  Local 
recycling service.  1980s political experience. 

Alan School (geography). University (environmental science).  Finding environmental placements 
for students.  Affinity with animals.  Family (gardening). Nature/outdoors (gardening, hill 
walking, sense of perspective in wild places, rural upbringing).  Local recycling service. 
Questioning (mid life crisis). 

Barbara Further education.  Subject interest (landscape).  Conferences/Workshops. Nuclear industry 
(time of safety concerns). Family (thrift - rationing). Friends (talking to people with similar 
interests). Going to talks.  Media.  Groups (Environmental).  Role models (women in 
science).  Travel (overseas). 

Jean Further education.  Family (gardening, poverty driven thrift).  Media – Books (Vance 
Packard – The Waste Makers).  Negative experience (litter, growth of throwaway society).  
Local recycling service.  Poverty made waste conscious. 

Greta School (geography). Civil Service (energy efficiency programme).  Family (green outlook). 
Papers, News, TV (Blue Peter).  Extra-curricular activity (SUN eNews, Events, Groups). 

Simon School (geography, science). University (international development, urban studies). News.  
Volunteering (environmental NGO). 

Suzy University (international development).  Groups (Environmental). 

Neil University (international development). News, TV.  Travel (overseas). 

Elizabeth Friends (Chernobyl charity).  Groups (Human rights).  Negative experience (contact with 
Chernobyl victims, unsustainability of university). Questioning meaning of life 
(bereavement). 

Claire Affinity with animals. Media fashion, TV, Oxfam campaigns.  Groups (Council citizens 
panel)  Nature/outdoors (rural upbringing).  Local recycling service.  Vegetarian diet 
(lapsed). 

Daisy School (geography).  University (International development).  Family (active in 
environmental groups).  Groups (Environmental).  Vegetrian diet.  Extra-curricular activity 
(events). 

Steve University (Archaeology).  Books (Seymore – Self-sufficiency), Papers, TV. Groups (Green 
Party). Nature/outdoors (camping). 1980s political experience (Thatcherism). 
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Participant Experiences 

Christine School (language). University (language).  News, TV.  Travel (Overseas). 

Key: Colours used relate to the themes in Figure 6.12 
 

 

Experiences at work were recounted by relatively few participants.  Only 10 

people alluded to them.  Ron, Hollie, Will and Barbara all indicated a subject 

related interested in their university work.  In Hollie‟s case this was relatively 

recent as she had been exploring the possible introduction of sustainable 

development themes in the nutrition programme.  Barbara, Sarah and Will all 

reported the influence of conferences and workshops that they had attended 

through work.  In Sarah‟s case, the influence had been by chance:  

 

I went to a conference … which was on Digital libraries, but we were actually 
recommended to the keynote speech of the next conference following us.  
And I can't remember his name, but it was this engineering Prof. And he 
said, that if we do not educate our students into the whole idea of 
sustainable development - and he was talking of engineering students - if we 
don't have them leaving university with their whole aim in life being to 
conserve resources, to recycle, to minimise their impact on the environment 
that we wouldn't have a world to pass on.  And it was just such a strong 
message it made such an impact on me. 

       Sarah - Librarian 
 
Alan‟s work role in finding placements for students had given him an insight 

into some environmental projects that he had found inspiring.  Will and 

Barbara both cited work-related experiences outside of university.  In Will‟s 

case, he had been influenced by the energy intensive nature of the car 

making industry and through coming into contact with various environmental 

professionals whom he had learned from.  In Barbara‟s case, she recounted 

the experience of working in the nuclear industry at the time of growing 

doubts over its safety.  Amongst students, Wendy and Greta both reported 

influences from their working lives prior to becoming students.  Wendy cited 

working in international development.  Greta, in contrast, had experienced 

first hand the efforts of the Civil Service to be energy efficient.  Both Will and 

Terry cited their involvement in the Environmental Committee itself as having 

shaped their thinking. 

 

Informal and non-formal learning situations were recounted as an influence 

by all participants, with the media mentioned by more than half of participants 
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(16).  News reports and TV programmes were a common media influence, 

although Anthony, Jean, Steve and Will all mentioned specific books or 

writers - with Anthony and Steve, both mentioning the influence of John 

Seymore‟s books about self-sufficiency.  Both Jill and Claire cited the 

influence of advertising campaigns by Oxfam.  A connection with nature or 

the outdoors was cited as an influence by ten people, in some cases – Alan, 

Andrew, Claire and Hollie - this was associated with a rural upbringing, in 

others – Anthony, John, Mike and Steve – through outdoor pursuits.  Both 

Alan and Anthony alluded to the sense of perspective they gained in wild 

places, as Alan put it: 

 
I like getting out into the wilds and away from people (laughs) in a nice way 
(laughs). It's always nice to come back to people.  But it is also nice to see 
your place in the cosmos. And, you know, to be stuck in the middle of a 
moorland -  a lot of people find that desolate and don't like it -  where as I, I 
love that. I love seeing.....I feel more alive I suppose.  It does put you in your 
place.  It puts things into perspective. You know, like worrying about bills or 
placing students, 'Have I contacted so and so?', or all just little things.  And 
when you get out there you - it doesn't matter for a few hours.  And because 
of the fresh air, even if it's pouring down it doesn't matter.  It is contact with 
the outside world.  And as I say it helps from a refocusing of your perspective 

     Alan, Support staff – Clerical/Administrator  
 
Experiences gained through travel, both overseas and closer to home, were 

mentioned by 10 people.  Experiences were varied. Barbara‟s chance 

witnessing of an undersea volcanic eruption during a family holiday had 

exposed her to the elemental power of nature: 

 

And I mean, talk about a turning point; that has to be it! Because it means - 
to me - it showed how insignificant we are compared to the power of the 
Earth. And that.. you know, the Earth will carry on whether we are here or 
not.  

    Barbara – Biology lecturer 
 

In contrast, Neil‟s experience travelling in Bangladesh had given him a new 

perspective on poverty.  Closer to home, both Anthony and Bob cited the 

influence of visiting the Centre for Alternative Technology in the UK whilst on 

holiday.  Negative experiences – illustrations of unsustainability – were also 

mentioned as an influence by ten people.  Thus Hollie had experienced 

drought whilst living on a farm, whilst Andrew had seen the impacts of the 

intensification of farming practice on wildlife.  For Elizabeth coming into 
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contact with children affected by the Chenobyl nuclear incident, through a 

charity in which her friends were involved, had had a profound influence.  

The influence of family and friends was mentioned by eight and four people 

respectively, whilst participation in groups (green, human rights, peace, 

environmental and civic) was mentioned by nine.  Five people mentioned 

involvement with extra-curricular activities whilst at university as an influence, 

including Anthony, Daisy and Greta who all mentioned the influence of 

hearing the recent talk on climate change at the literature festival.  In Greta‟s 

case her involvement in extra-curricular activities represented a marked 

heightening of her awareness: 

and then coming here really has been.. Before now I don't think I have been 
as aware as I am. So I have been, you know, to the Al Gore film and saw 
George Monbiot [presentation about climate change during literature 
festival]. Being involved in the People on Planet - they've been giving us 
loads of information.  So I think, sort of, now at this point in time I‟m probably 
more aware than I ever have been.  And from.. And from the newsletter I've 
been getting 

       Greta, Nutrition student 
 
Knowledge about the influences on people‟s understandings of sustainable 

development from Bright College is useful, as there appears to be no 

published work specifically investigating these influences in higher education, 

or indeed more generally.  In the absence of similar research, a comparison 

between the findings from Bright College and those from earlier work looking 

into Significant Life Experiences (SLE) in relation to environmental sensitivity 

(reviewed by both  Chawla (1998) and Tanner (1998)) was made.  There is 

some similarity between the influences found at Bright College and the 

common categories of influence found in earlier SLE studies.  Chawla (1998, 

p377) identified the recurring themes as: „positive experiences in natural 

areas, adult role models, environmental organizations, education, negative 

experiences of environmental degradation, books and other media, and on-

the-job experience‟.  All themes were indeed influences on understandings 

sustainable development at Bright College.  However, the influence of the 

media seems greater than in SLE studies, and the range of influences on 

understandings of sustainable development extends to cover experiences 

relating to poverty and human suffering, not just those connected with the 

natural world.  One clear commonality is that both the Bright College case 
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and earlier SLE studies indicate the relative importance of influences from 

non-formal and informal learning experiences.  Understandings of 

sustainable development are clearly shaped by more than formal education 

alone.  

 

Thoughts and feelings about sustainable development 

The thematic analysis (Figure 6.13) categorised views about the prospects 

for sustainable development generally as positive, negative or ambivalent.  

Generally participants held mixed views about the prospects for sustainable 

development (summarised in Table 6.9), often expressing both positive and 

negative thoughts simultaneously.  Few participants were strongly optimistic 

about the prospects, more were pessimistic.  Andrew was perhaps most 

positive in his assessment, although his optimism was expressed relative to 

previous moments in the history of the modern environmental movement.  
 

I think the prospects are good now.  Because I think the message - I mean, 
classic things like 'The Limits to Growth' in 1972, just when I was in 
University - that has been heavily criticised since.  But at the time, that was 
quite a major publication coming after the first oil shocks.  You know, sudden 
recognition that there isn't enough for everyone forever, urm, after the Middle 
East conflicts that led to the rise in oil prices and the shortage of oil.  Then 
the Limits to Growth report coming out; all those issues were there.  This has 
been around a long time, as long as I have been an adult.  But I think it, it 
was so easy in those days to say 'ah but, five years later the oil prices come 
down, we don't need to worry.  And some of the predictions from The Club of 
Rome, well they're crazy because something will turn up as there will be a 
technological change'.  And we know those things happen. But, people are 
now coming to realise, that there are limits and we‟re pushing against those 
limits, in terms of economic development and therefore we have to try and 
make our economies sustainable, by making a wiser use of resources - 
reusing recycling. 

      Andrew, Geography lecturer 
 
Andrew‟s optimism was largely based on the idea that there was now a wider 

acceptance of the need for action, that people were now more aware, and 

that the issues has risen up the political agenda.   These beliefs were 

commonly held, for example Claire suggested the issue had become „trendy‟, 

Simon that it was „ever moving, ever creeping up - the political agenda„.  

Several people linked their view about the growing importance of sustainable 

development with the worsening situation, i.e. that we had to act out of 

necessity, as Jane put it: 
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We are running out of these resources we need to do something, we need a 
solution and I think there is a solution or maybe part of the solution will be 
sustainable development. 

    Jane, International development student 
 

For some this meant a positive outlook, whilst others were less sure being 

worried that action may be too little too late, as Jean put it: 
 

Well people are finally admitting that it is actually happening now. And for the 
last 10 or 15 years, there were all these people saying no there's no such 
thing as global warming. Now they admit it really is happening and it might 
be too late – it‟s quite scary.  
    Jean, Support Staff – Clerical 

 
Relative to the others Barbara, Bob and Will were more pessimistic about the 

prospects, with Will perhaps the most pessimistic.  His assessment was 

particularly bleak in that he believed a tipping point had already been crossed 

and as a result the planet was already „shot at‟: 
 

Kids being born now are probably not going to survive, or there is not going 
to be planet for them to survive on.  You know, I think it could be as bad as 
that. 

    Will, Business lecturer 
   
 

 
Figure 6.13:  Themes recorded in initial participant views about the 
prospects for sustainable development 
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Table 6.9:  Participant views on the prospects for sustainable 
development at the time of the first interview 
Participant Prospects for Sustainable Development 

Ron Vacillate between optimism and pessimism. 

Rhiannon There needs to be more people working towards it. 

Hollie It is possible. Wider acceptance.  Difficulties making changes. 

Vicky Cynical.  Business outlook is too short-term. Grass-roots actions are leading 
the way. 

Andrew Positive in current climate. Wider acceptance. More people are aware now. 

Anthony Hope it is possible. May be too late. 

Wendy Positive in the long run.  Difficulties making changes.  Have to act out of 
necessity. 

John Have to act out of necessity. 

Jill Conflict of interests between developed and developing world. Have to act 
out of necessity. 

Will Bleak.  Past tipping point. 

Terry More people are aware now. 

Bob Bleak. Consumerism dominates/Sustainability needs to be aspirational. 

Jane Have to act out of necessity. 

Sarah Positive in current climate.  Self interest dominates over collective good.  May 
be too late. 

Mike Difficulties making changes. 

Alan Wider acceptance. Doubt commitment of US. 

Barbara Bleak. 

Jean More people are aware now.  Difficulties making changes.  Have to act out of 
necessity. May be too late. 

Greta Positive in current climate.  Rising up political agenda. Doubt commitment of 
US. 

Simon It is possible.  Rising up political agenda.  May be too late. 

Suzy Positive in current climate. 

Neil Cynical. 

Elizabeth Have to act out of necessity.  

Claire Wider acceptance.  May be too late. 

Daisy Hope is it possible. 

Steve There needs to be more people working towards it. 

Christine Doubt commitment of US.  There needs to be more people working towards 
it. 

Key: Colours used relate to the themes shown in Figure 6.13  

 

 

The thematic analysis (Figure 6.14) categorised participants reported feelings 

about sustainable development as positive, negative or ambivalent.  The way 

people talked about their feelings (Table 6.10) in part reflected their views 

about the prospects for sustainable development.  Negative feelings were 

generally related to concerns expressed about future prospects, whilst 

positive ones were more often reported when participants talked about the 

idea of sustainable development rather than the prospects for it.  For 

example, Bob and Will who had both been pessimistic in their assessment of 

the prospects indicated that they were depressed about the future.  Many 

more, even those less pessimistic, alluded to fear and worry linked with 
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doubts and concerns over the difficulties in making changes to achieve 

sustainable development.  In contrast, those who spoke about the idea of 

sustainable development  - Alan, Daisy, Rhiannon and Suzy - all talked about 

it with more positive associations. 

 

I think it is the sensible way forward. Not just from a green perspective.  It 
seems to make sense, in terms of just resources generally.  Urm, it is being 
clever about what may be a finite resource - all resources we use that are 
available at the moment for everybody... It is an interesting puzzle I think, for 
people to... I mean things like …what do you call it?  Now I am getting lost 
for words!  Alternative energies, things like wind power and tidal power and 
solar energy - things like that. It just seems a much better way to go. I just 
feel good about it.  I think also it may make people more creative rather than, 
just carry on as we have done since the industrial revolution.  It's a way for 
people to be inventive, make inventions which harness and reuse energy.  
So that's my feeling, I suppose it is a chance for people to be creative.   

    Alan, Support staff – Clerical/Administrator 
 
Both Barbara and Neil acknowledged their positive associations with the idea 

of sustainable development whilst simultaneously being circumspect about 

the cynical manner of its use.  For Barbara it was an „overused phrase‟ which 

had „entered the jargon‟, whereas for Neil it was often a phrase used for 

„political point scoring‟ that was „included then largely ignored‟.  Anthony, 

John, Mike and Sarah all alluded to a moralistic association with the idea: 

 
I don't know. It‟s all coming over as a kind of moral isn‟t it, like a duty.  And 
the responsibility that people aren‟t accepting, or not everyone is. 

    Sarah, Support Staff - Librarian 

 
and this is my new puritanical impulse - you know, how do we communicate 
to these people and make them see! (laughs) behave properly! 

    Anthony – Support Staff – Pastoral Support 
 

Several participants - Anthony, Bob, Claire, Hollie and Sarah - expressed 

feelings of guilt in relation to sustainable development, each feeling they 

were not always living in a sustainable way. 
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Figure 6.14: Themes recorded when participants were initially questioned 
about their feelings with respect to sustainable development 

 
Table 6.10:  Initial participant feelings about sustainable development 
Participant Feelings about Sustainable Development 

Ron Mixed – optimism and pessimism. 

Rhiannon A good idea. 

Hollie Fear and Worry. Guilt. Hope or optimism. 

Vicky Believe in it but – but not passionate about it. 

Andrew Difficult to describe feelings. 

Anthony Disappointment at progress so far.  Frustration. Guilt. Judgemental and 
moralistic. Excitement. 

Wendy Disappointment at progress so far. Fear and Worry.  

John Judgemental and moralistic. 

Jill Rowing against the tide.  Sense of Urgency. A sensible way forward.  Hope 
or optimism. Mixed – optimism and pessimism. 

Will Depressed about future. 

Terry Disappointment at progress so far.  Pity. 

Bob Depressed about future.  Guilt.  Rowing against the tide. 

Jane Fear and Worry. Excitement. 

Sarah Guilt.  Judgemental and moralistic. 

Mike Judgemental and moralistic. Don‟t know enough. 

Alan A sensible way forward.  A stimulus for creativity. A good idea. 

Barbara Cynicism. A good idea.   

Jean Fear and Worry. Pleased its being considered. 

Greta Fear and Worry. 

Simon Frustration. Hope or optimism.  Mixed – optimism and pessimism. 

Suzy A good idea. Hope or optimism. 

Neil Cynicism. A good idea. 

Elizabeth Sense of urgency. 

Claire Fear and Worry. Guilt. 

Daisy Disappointment at progress so far. A good idea. 

Steve Rowing against the tide. Pleased its being considered. 

Christine Frustration. Sense of urgency. Fear and Worry. 
Key: Colours used relate to the themes in Figure 6.14  
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As mentioned earlier, previous studies into understandings of sustainable 

development within university communities, e.g. Azapagic, Perdan and 

Shallcross (2005), Cotton, Warren, Maiboroda and Bailey (2007) and 

Kagawa (2007) indicate the idea of sustainable development is generally 

held to be a good thing.  In the Bright College case this positive view is 

clearly evident, but is tempered by doubts about whether the concept is 

being, or can be, translated into practice in time to avoid deleterious effects.  

Thus sustainable development is generally seen positively, but negative 

views about prospects for it elicit negative feelings creating a mixed 

emotional response. 

 

Behaviours in relation to sustainable development 

Nine main themes were identified from the analysis of participant identified 

behaviours in support of sustainable development (Figure 6.15).  Behaviours 

linked to environment and resource themes dominated.  The most commonly 

listed behaviours (see Table 6.11), cited by 24 participants, were related to 

saving resources.  Amongst these, recycling was the most widely reported 

behaviour.  The second most common group of behaviour, cited by 15 

people, related to more sustainable travel choices.  The third, cited by 14, 

related to ethical and green consumer choices.  Behaviours concerning 

educating and encouraging others to act more sustainably were reported by 

11 people, including four students and one non-academic member of staff.  

Behaviours concerning aspects of self-reliance, such as growing food, 

composting and rainwater harvesting, were reported by eight people.  Carbon 

offsetting was reported by two participants, as was support for related 

charities and membership of groups.  Active involvement in the community 

was only cited by one person.    

 

Typically those with a more limited conception of sustainable development 

reported behaviours from a more limited range of themes (see Table 6.8 and 

Table 6.11).  The range of behaviours reported by individuals was most 

commonly restricted to three or fewer themes: Christine, Rhiannon and Terry 

reported behaviours from the saving resources theme only.  In contrast, 

Anthony and Barbara both cited behaviours spanning six of the nine themes.  
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For some participants particular behaviours were clearly conscious efforts 

made against the mainstream.  For example, several people spoke of their 

overt decision not to drive or own a motor vehicle: 
 

I consider it to be a defining feature of who I am consciously deciding not to 
use a vehicle, a personal motor vehicle and that decision is very 
longstanding.  

     Ron, Geography lecturer 
 

It's better not to learn to drive.. than to learn to drive and decide not drive.  
They [referring to parents] see it as you should learn to drive and decide not 
drive.  But I figure it if I don't learn to drive then I never will.  

     Simon, International Development student 
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Table 6.11:  Initial behaviours believed to be in support of sustainable 
development 
Participant Behaviours reported 

Ron Consumer choices– avoid excess packaging, Fairtrade, organic; Saving resources – 
saving energy (heating, low energy lights); Educating others – teaching; Travel choices 
– don‟t drive. 

Rhiannon Saving resources – recycling, saving energy (low energy lights). 

Hollie Consumer choices – avoid excess meat, local produce, organic; Saving resources – 
recycling, reusing, saving energy (heating, electricity); Carbon off-set. Travel choices 

– don‟t drive, use public transport, walk; Support for related charities. 

Vicky Consumer choices– avoid excess packaging, Fairtrade, recycled and reused, Saving 
resources – recycling, reusing; Travel choices – greener motoring (economical car), 
walk. 

Andrew Educating others – teaching; Involvement in community. 

Anthony Consumer choices – avoid excess packaging, green electricity, local produce, organic; 
Saving resources – recycling, saving energy (heating, insulation, electricity, low energy 
lights); Aspects of self reliance – composting, grows some food; Carbon off-set; 

Educating others – preaching; Travel choices – avoid flying, cycle, greener motoring 
(economical car, try not to drive), walk. 

Wendy Consumer choices – anti-corporate, thrifty/anti-consumption; Saving resources – 
recycling, reusing; Aspects of self reliance – composting, wood stove; Educating 
others. 

John Consumer choices – anti-corporate, ethical banking, Fairtrade, recycled and reused; 
Saving resources – recycling; Travel choices – cycle, use public transport. 

Jill Saving resources – recycling; Aspects of self reliance –grows some food; Travel 
choices – don‟t drive. 

Will Consumer choices – thrifty/anti-consumption; Saving resources – saving energy 

(heating, low energy lights); Educating others – teaching; Travel choices – avoid flying, 
cycle, greener motoring (try not to drive), walk. 

Terry Saving resources – recycling, saving energy (electricity) saving water. 

Bob Saving resources – recycling, saving energy (heating, insulation, electricity); Travel 
choices – cycle, use public transport. 

Jane Consumer choices – local produce, organic, seasonal; Educating others; Travel 
choices – don‟t drive, use public transport, walk. 

Sarah Consumer choices – local produce; Saving resources – recycling; Travel choices –
cycle, use public transport. 

Mike Saving resources – recycling; Aspects of self reliance – composting. 

Alan Saving resources – recycling; Aspects of self reliance – composting; Educating others 
– family. 

Barbara Consumer choices – local produce, recycled and reused, organic; Saving resources – 
reuse;  Aspects of self reliance – grows some food, rainwater harvesting, solar panel, 
Educating others – family; Travel choices – walk;  Support for related charities. 

Jean Saving resources – recycling, saving energy (electricity, low energy lights); Aspects of 
self reliance – composting.  

Greta Saving resources – recycling, saving energy (electricity); Educating others. 

Simon Saving resources – recycling, saving energy (heating, low energy lights); Travel 
choices – don‟t drive. 

Suzy Consumer choices – organic; Saving resources – saving energy (heating, electricity, 
low energy lights). 

Neil Consumer choices – anti-corporate, Fairtrade. local produce, organic; Saving 
resources – saving energy( electricity, low energy lights). 

Elizabeth Consumer choices – anti-corporate; Saving resources – recycling, saving energy (low 

energy lights); Group membership. 

Claire Consumer choices – anti-corporate, ethical gifts, local produce, organic; Travel choices 
– don‟t drive, use public transport, walk. 

Daisy Saving resources – recycling, saving energy (heating, electricity); Educating others; 
Travel choices – Avoid flying. 

Steve Saving resources – saving energy (electricity, low energy lights) saving water; Aspects 
of self reliance –rainwater harvesting, wood stove; Educating others; Travel choices –
greener motoring (don‟t have new car, try not to use car); Group membership. 

Christine Saving resources – recycling. 

Key: Colours used relate to the themes in Figure 6.15 
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In a similar vein, Will spoke about his anti-consumption stance countering 

mainstream pressure:  
 
 

You know, not buying a new bicycle like lots of men do, because bicycles are 
grown up boys‟ toys! You know, the fact that I have got a fairly old bicycle but 
it's perfectly okay for me.  And I could afford to buy a new one - a shiny new 
red one - but I don't!  

 

I have always.. for probably years before I was interested in environmental 
issues .. have been very critical of the consumerist materialist position.  You 
know, that development is through accumulating things, and possessions 
and so on. I have always been anti-consumption 

   Will, Business lecturer 
 

For others, in contrast, the behaviours reported appeared to be more casual 

and based primarily on convenience:  
 
 

I make sure that I recycle stuff …..And living on campus, so it takes two 
seconds to walk across….  You know, I can just leave it by the door in the 
morning when I go to the office. I can take things with me…. I don't really do 
so much with, kind of, kitchen waste - that kind of thing..  Because, I 
suppose, I see it as.. Because I live on my own in a little one-bedroom sad 
little flat, kind of thing (laughs).  I eat a lot of fresh stuff really. So I don't really 
have much tinned stuff.  But when I do, I just stick it in the bin, in the 
household waste.  So, while I probably go through like three tins a week - I 
know it is three tins that could be disposed of in a different way.  But.. it's a 
convenience thing as well.  You know, it's just, it's not really an excuse but… 

   Terry, Student Union official 
 

 

..even though I don't do as much recycling as I should do, I do try to like help 
recycle.  Like I recycle my shoes or my clothes or anything like that.  And I 
do try to recycle my rubbish.  But as I said, if it was easier to do I would do it. 

   Christine, German student 
 

Turning to consideration of participant answers relating to behaviours which 

they felt contradicted sustainable development, six themes were identified in 

the analysis (Figure 6.16 and Table 6.12).  Travel was the main theme, 

highlighted by 18 people, with the use of cars and flights featuring 

prominently.  Another prominent theme concerned the notion of a trade off 

between what participants thought was the right thing to do and what they 

actually did.  This was alluded to by seven people.  Here convenience and 

affordability were highlighted as aspects influencing decisions:  

 
I don't recycle my ink cartridges as much as I should.  And, you know, things 
like that: just because it's not necessarily easy to be able to do that. It 
sounds so lazy - that that would mean that I would have to come and bring 
them into work, you know, then use those envelopes and then post them off!   

    Rhiannon, Support Staff - Clerical/Administrator 
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I try and shop organic.  Urm, when it comes to things like clothes and other 
things I‟m not actually that conscious.. it's more about price because I can't 
afford to buy sometimes what I would like to buy so.. But I do try to buy 
organic food - that's quite a big part of what I do.. 

    Suzy, International Development student 
 
The themes of unsustainable consumption and wasting resources were also 

alluded to by seven people.  Within the unsustainable consumption theme, 

excess consumption was highlighted most commonly, for example, Daisy 

talked of the contradiction in following fashion: 
 
 

I like clothes and I like make-up.  So, I find that a hard one to reconcile with 
myself.  Because when I go out and buy a new top and then realise that, you 
know, obviously I‟m buying disposable clothing, which does not have a long-
term… It's fashion, fashionable rather than thinking sustainable. 

    Daisy, International Development student 
 
Within the wasting resources theme, forgetting to do what people believed to 

be the right thing, such as switching lights off every time, was prominent.   

The difficulty of knowing the right thing to do was a theme highlighted by four 

people.  As Bob put it:  
 
 

That's always the concern - we think we‟re doing in favour, but, you know, 
the stuff that has been pumped into the cavities…. was that some disgusting 
chemical that might actually be doing the planet more harm than good? I 
don't know.  And I think that's a problem with a lot of what we do.  It's… 
misinformation, uncertain.  There was a great article in „The Ecologist‟ 
magazine a few weeks ago.  The guy had written in, he had been struggling 
with deciding between some products that were on the shelf, and he was 
looking at the organic from one place, Fairtrade from another, or local - that 
was not those things.  And I empathised with him. I go through the same 
problem when I go to the shops, with looking at the food.  Urm.. on the one 
hand, we buy Fairtrade - and think we are being reasonable to the people 
that produced it - but on the other hand we are thinking -  „well that might 
have come by aeroplane from somewhere God knows where!‟  You know, 
Africa by plane, is lots of carbon and, should we be buying un-fair trade 
made nearer, that is actually doing the planet more good?  And it just 
seems.. difficult making the choices,  and difficult knowing when the choices 
are made, whether the choices are having the effects that we want to have.   

    Bob, Urban studies and business student 
 
Two people alluded to areas where they had yet to act having not got round 
to it. 
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Figure 6.16: Themes in initial participant behaviours believed to be 
contrary to sustainable development 
 
 

Table 6.12: Initial behaviours believed contrary to sustainable 
development 
Participant Behaviours reported 

Ron Trade off – impact on property values; Yet to act. 

Rhiannon Wasting resources – forget; Trade off –affordability, convenience. 

Hollie Consumption – convenience products; Travel – takes flights; Wasting 
resources – forget. 

Vicky Travel – could cycle more, use of car. 

Andrew Consumption – don‟t always buy local; Travel – use of car; Trade off – 
modern life; Yet to act. 

Anthony Wasting resources – inefficient house; Trade off – sociability. 

Wendy Travel – use of car. 

John Wasting resources – forget; Difficulty knowing what the right thing is. 

Jill Consumption – unnecessary consumption. 

Will Travel – takes flights; Difficulty knowing what the right thing is. 

Terry Wasting resources – don‟t recycle as much as could. 

Bob Travel – takes flights; Difficulty knowing what the right thing is. 

Jane Travel – takes flights. 

Sarah Travel – takes flights. 

Mike Travel – use of car. 

Alan Consumption – unnecessary consumption; Travel – could cycle more, could 
walk more. 

Barbara Travel – could cycle more, takes flights. 

Jean Travel – use of car. 

Greta Travel – use of car. 

Simon Consumption – don‟t always buy local; Travel – takes flights. 

Suzy Trade off –affordability; Difficulty knowing what the right thing is. 

Neil Travel – use of car. 

Elizabeth Travel – use of car. 

Claire Wasting resources – don‟t recycle as much as could; Trade off – 
convenience. 

Daisy Consumption – unnecessary consumption; Travel –takes flights. 

Steve Consumption – unnecessary consumption. 

Christine Travel – use of car; Wasting resources – don‟t recycle as much as could; 
Trade off –affordability, convenience. 

Key: Colours used relate to the themes in Figure 6.16 
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Implications 

The environment and resources core found at the heart of participant 

understandings of sustainable development at Bright College echoes the 

environmental bias to understandings found in studies elsewhere (Cotton et 

al., 2007; Kagawa, 2007; Summers & Childs, 2007; Summers et al., 2004) . 

However, the model put forward here posits that there are different layers 

and strands of thinking built around this core.  Thus whilst people share a 

core notion that connects sustainable development with a concern for the 

environment, many simultaneously consider further dimensions. These 

aspects concern the nature of development and the environment, and the 

relationship between them.  

 

Despite sustainable development being thought of in generally positive 

terms, a finding common to studies elsewhere (Azapagic et al., 2005; Cotton 

et al., 2007; Kagawa, 2007), uncertainty about the prospects for it appears to 

create a mixed emotional response.  The contradictory behavioural patterns 

recorded amongst participants echo findings from research into 

environmental awareness and pro-environmental behaviour (reviewed by 

Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002) where a „gap‟ is commonly found between what 

people know and believe, and what they actually do.  For example, domestic 

recycling was commonly cited in support of sustainable development, yet 

many admitted their car use was in contradiction.  This may be because, as 

Barr (2003) suggests, where convenient recycling services exist they tend to 

be visible and therefore participation in them is widely viewed as normal 

behaviour.  Other less prevalent behaviours – such as not using a car - may 

be neither particularly visible nor convenient and therefore require greater 

personal commitment and effort to enact against the mainstream.  The 

evidence from Bright College also points to some uncertainty about the 

impact of personal actions.  This uncertainty appears in part to be linked with 

some negative feelings associated with the prospects for sustainability - there 

being a sense of powerlessness in the face of the perceived scale and 

complexity of the challenge.  Even amongst those who appear to have a 

greater drive to do more than what is convenient and expected, the perceived 
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complexity of the issues can create uncertainty about the best course of 

action to take.    

 

Conclusions 

Staff and students with a specific interest and/or degree of existing activism 

with respect to environment and development issues will be likely to join 

extra-curricular sustainability networks.  Rather than view this as a failure to 

reach beyond „the converted‟, it is perhaps more fruitful to consider the 

opportunities their recruitment presents.  Indeed reaching the interested and 

active appears to be a logical step towards building a wider bridgehead for 

action within university communities, a step that would fit within the type of 

staged model for the development of ESD proposed by the Policy Studies 

Institute, PA Consulting and the Centre for Research in Environmental 

Education (2008).    

 

Sustainability networks will be perceived by some to be part of a positive 

movement for change towards sustainable development.  Some will join them 

to show solidarity with this perceived cause as well as to seek contact with 

and support from others with similar interests.  This community support 

function could be important in helping individuals face the sometimes 

overwhelming challenge presented by sustainable development and trying to 

live a sustainable lifestyle.  Chapter Seven will examine the extent to which 

the SUN served this function over the study year. 

 

Whilst recruits to extra-curricular sustainability-related networks will include 

those already specifically interested and active, those with a more general or 

tangential interest will also join.  Curiosity, a civic-minded willingness to 

participate, and chance or circumstance, all play a part.  The picture to 

emerge here is thus similar to that concerning event audiences noted in 

Chapter Five.  The diversity of those engaged seems to present potential for 

social learning to take place between those with different perspectives and 

disciplinary interests.  Chapter Seven will return to explore the evidence for 

any trans-disciplinary learning that may have taken place over the study year. 
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Any strategies for ESD ought to acknowledge variation in conceptions of 

sustainable development, but anticipate a certain environmental bias.  In line 

with constructivist theories of learning (outlined in Chapter Two) people 

sharing similar conceptions of sustainable development can have quite 

different  learning histories that led to these conceptions.  The influences on 

people‟s understanding of sustainable development documented in the initial 

interviews clearly illuminate the reach of informal and non-formal learning 

experiences - including the impact of some extra-curricular interventions at 

Bright College.  For some, informal and non-formal learning is the only 

source of learning about sustainable development, with formal education 

having no recognised impact.  For others, there appears to have been an 

evolving symbiotic relationship between learning in formal and non-

formal/informal spheres where one has fed the other over time.  Here those 

with a discipline-related interest often follow it up through their free choice 

learning (Falk & Dierking, 2002) activities.  These choices can be met by 

interventions in the extra-curricular sphere.   

 




